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DRONE RECORDS                       ҉                    NEWSFLASH                     ҉                      SEPTEMBER 2014                   ҉   
 
Dear Droners, here's the 5th update for this year, September 2014  
 
* label news: *  
OUT NOW!!! :  * * * THOMAS DIMUZIO - AMID ZERO ECHO   double-1 0" / gatefold cover (Substantia Innominata SUB-20)     € 20.00* * * 
the jubilee-release in our 10"-series, the very first double-10", with gatefold-cover artwork by MARS WELLINK !!  Four intense, dense drone pieces based on electric guitar sounds by this US 
underground legend from San Francisco, releasing experimental drones & post industrial noises since the late 80's - & also working as a well known mastering engineer and sound designer 
(GENCH STUDIOS); lim. 500, clear vinyl, a most beautiful item filled with more than 55 minutes of transcendental drones!!  
 
HIGHLIGHTS & MAIN RELEASES in this update:   new albums by HISS TRACTS (GYBE / GROWING-offshoot), EDWARD KA-SPEL& LPD, EARTH (we have the lim. do-LP version), EYELESS 
IN GAZA, LUSTMORD (lim. live CD), G. TAZARTES, the third part of the NURSE WITH WOUND/GRAHAM BOWERS collab, an amazing FRANCISCO LOPEZ CD, an even more amazing new 
SAVAGE REPUBLIC album, THE NEW BLOCKADERS collab 12" with CREATION THROUGH DESTRUCTION, INADEs collection of rare stuff Vol. 2, a very nice M.B./DEDALI CD, the mighty 
return of IN SLAUGHTER NATIVES, the two CONTINUUM CDs re-issued as one 3LP-box, a rare COIL live album (LP+CD), two re-issues of old MAEROR TRI tapes, 
.................=>=>=>=>=>=>=>=>=> 
& as usual some personal recommendations of the (ma ybe) more unknown stuff:   we LOVE: an album filled with DENSITY by CHRIS ABRAHAMS ("Memory Night" CD), an album filled with 
MYSTERY by MIREILLE CAPELLE ("Anello*Naga*Sunyata 3 x CD), a 20 seconds endless tape filled with SURPRISES by ERICHPHONE MANNSTEIN ("Schmetterling" MC / object), an album 
filled with ECSTASY by OGIERMANN PALMTAG (do-LP), an album filled with BEAUTYFUL SADNESS by SHRINE ("Nihil"CD), an album filled with TRANSFORMATIONS by TOY BIZARRE ("kdi 
dctb 071" CDr), an album filled with HALLUCINATIONS by LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM ("Atimudra" CD), an album filled with ABSTRACTNESS by PETER BATCHELOR ("Kaleidoscope"), an 
album filled with SPACE by KSHATRIY ("untitled" CD-R),etc. etc.............................=>=>=>=>=>=> 
 
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs!  Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL 
mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening 
to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website. Please send your orders & all communication to:  drone@dronerecords.de      
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't orde r through the website) to make our work on your ord ers easier & faster and to avoid further delays, th anks a lot !  BEST DRONES !!     BaraKa[H] 
 
 

NR.  TITLE  FORMAT LABEL & CAT-
NR  YEAR? SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS  PRICE  MORE INFO WWW 

1 1000SCHOEN / AB INTRA - 
Untitled  do-CD  Zoharum ZOHAR 070-

2 2014 

Impressive German/Polish split-work, inspired by the four elements => 
1000SCHOEN uses natural sound sources only (for FIRE and EARTH) and 
creates quite powerful archaic drones with percussive & metallic elements, 
whereas AB INTRA works more electronic and sounds ultra spacey and wide... 
(WATER and AIR); this is experimental drone-ambient with much energy....filed 
under: elemental drones! ; lim. 400 oversized gatefold cover!  

€15,50 www.zoharum.com 

2 ABRAHAMS, CHRIS - 
Memory Night  CD ROOM 40 RM 453 2013 

the following solo-album to the great "Play Scar" by the NECKS-pianist, four ultra 
dense and innovative drone-based compositions mainly based on hardly 
recognizable instrumental sounds, very experimental and beautiful! 

€13,00 www.room40.org 

3 ALVARET ENSEMBLE - 
Skeylja  LP Denovali Records 

DEN184 2014 

the ALVARET ENSEMBLE (around GREG HAINES) in collaboration with diverse 
other (multimedia) artists, mainly from Iceland; recordings are taken from 9 
different performances done in a church in Terschelling, NL => lonely ambient Jazz 
passages & more concrete improvisation on classical instruments, suspended 
drones by wonderful strings & voices... black vinyl lim. 350 copies 

€19,50 www.denovali.com 

4 
ARMCHAIR MIGRAINE 
JOURNEY - Transmit 
Mutation Drone (art.ed.)  

do-CD  Beta-lactam Ring 
Records mt277art 2013 

two long tracks of dark glowing experimental ambience with a surrealistic touch 
based on multi-layered cymbal drones, synths, percussion, found sounds and 
roaring guitar irruptions, feat. TY HODSON and vocal material by PASCAL 
GODJIKIAN (LA STPO)!; the first 50 copies come with bonus album 'Mutation 
Transmit Drone' ; numbered edition in oversized gatefold cover with inlay 

€22,00 www.blrrecords.com 
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5 BAD ALCHEMY -  No. 81 (Juni 
2014)  mag Bad Alchemy 2014 

new reviews & articles: LA STPO, IDIOSYNCRATICS, GO OST!, 12K, 
1000FÜSSLER, ATTENUATION CIRCUIT, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE REC., MEGO, 
TRANSGREDIENT & DRONE REC. and much more from experimental, drone, 
post-industrial, impro & advanced jazz-scene.. Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, 
handliches Format, günstig & geistreich !  

€3,50 www.badalchemy.de 

6 BATCHELOR, PETER - 
Kaleidoscope  

CD & DVD-
R 

Pogus Productions 
P21073-2 2014 

five stunning eight channel pieces that are supposed to work like a Kaleidoscope (= 
the dynamic spatial activity through sound) by this British electro-acoustic 
composer from Birmingham => sonic particles are united, fragmented, alienated, 
disrupted,etc. in a continuous development and transformation, "the spatial 
language consists of peripheral, rotational, oppositional and envelopment activities 
and relationships"; comes with DVDr containing the original 8-channel version!  

€13,00 www.pogus.com 

7 CAPELLE, MIREILLE -  Anello 
* Naga * Sunyata  3 x CD  AudioMER.006.CD 2009 

epic release by this singer, actor & music professor from Belgium, constructed 
'geometrically' due to a mathematical scheme based on the symbolism of numbers, 
all pieces can be played seperately or together to build a complete 'Sonic 
Architecture'; => very dense meditative music using electronic sound drops, 
mysterious overtune drones, whispers, percussion, instruments (strings, flute, 
gongs), field & object recordings (water.. ). very otherworldy, captivating, somehow 
esoteric! MASTERPIECE!!! 

€25,00 www.audiomer.org 

8 
CHASSE, LOREN - 
Characters at the Water 
Margin  

CD  Unfathomless U22 2014 

finally a new release by LOREN CHASSE (who was once active with ID BATTERY, 
COELACANTH, and in THUJA) who assembled field recordings from the Olympic 
Rainforest in Washington, USA, near the Pacific Ocean; you can hear his activites 
and interactions merging with the pure sounds from air, ocean, wind, stones, wood, 
etc. etc... very pure "exploring sounds" in this series of MYSTERY SEA, dealing 
with "spirits of specific places", lim. 200, full-colour cardboard-sleeve, inlay 

€14,00 www.unfathomless.net 

9 CIUTA, DARIUS - l2di-(3)  CD  Unfathomless U21 2014 

first full album on Mystery Sea/Unfathomless for this Lithuanian field recording 
composer, who works with a very cryptic concept to gain his recordings => the very 
long (73+ min.), extremely subtle one-tracker invites the listener to concentrate on 
tiny microsounds from the forest, often of unknown origin.."lots of insect sounds, 
crackling of leaves, and maybe birdcalls. It makes all together quite a fascinating 
environment" [FdW]; numbered ed. of 200 copies, full colour cardboard cover  

€14,00 www.unfathomless.net 

10 COIL - Megalithomania!  CD Threshold House COIL 
666 2014 

recording of a live performance at 'Megalithomania!' in London, October 12, 2012; 
very good sound quality and a remarkable, very experimental & disturbing 
performance, previously only available as bonus disc to the box-set of "Live One-
Four" 4 CD ... lim. ed. 222 numbered copies  

€18,50   

11 COIL - Megalithomania!  LP Threshold House COIL 
666 2014 Lim. vinyl version! Full edition of 350 copies, three vinyl colours available €22,00   

12 
CONTINUUM [STEVEN 
WILSON & DIRK SERRIES] - 
Continuum I & II  

3 x LP-BOX Tonefloat TF134 2014 

first time vinyl re-issue of the original 'Continuum I' (2005) and 'Continuum II' (2007) 
releases by the collaborative project of STEVEN WILSON (BASS COMMUNION) 
and DIRK SERRIES (VIDNA OBMANA / FEAR FALLS BURNING), comes in a 
lovely PVC-box set, machine-numbered edition (lim. 600 on black vinyl), with huge 
poster !  

€45,00 www.tonefloat.com 

13 CYCLOBE - Sulphur - Tarot - 
Garden  LP Phantomcode NAOS 

03LP 2014 
the fifth album by the British cult band, soundtracks to three very old super 8 films 
of mythical film-maker DEREK JARMAN (shot 1972-1978), comes with three 
12"x12" inlays on clear vinyl  

€16,50 www.cyclobe.com 

14 CYCLOBE - The Visitors  do-LP Phantomcode NAOS 
04LP 2014 re-issue of the much requested 2nd album from 2001 by the ex COIL members => 

dark ominous esoteric drones merging electronic and acoustic sources in a special 
€20,50 www.cyclobe.com 
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way... has a NEW bonus track on Side D not on the original release; black vinyl lim. 
500  

15 DEAD VOICES ON AIR - 
Bundle 1995-2013  CD Metropolis MET 891 2013 

hard to find collection and "best of" from compilations, rare & regular releases and 
unreleased archive stuff by the ever transforming main project of MARK SPYBEY - 
from heavenly spaces ambience to odd folk found sound electronics, from ritualistic 
/ tribal pieces to strange harmonic ethno-loop drones... excellent survey, 77+ min. 
playtime !  

€16,50 www.metropolis-records.com 

16 DESIDERII MARGINIS - Thaw  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 073-
2 2014 

collection of tracks (1997-2012) from compilations plus 3 tracks from the rare split 
CD with MOAN and ARTEFACTUM (2004) - showing impressively the 
development of this Swedish project known for ultra melancholic & cinematic dark 
ambient, surely one of the best projects within this genre; lim. 1000  

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 

17 DIMUZIO, THOMAS - Amid 
Zero Echo  do-10" Substantia Innominata 

SUB-20 2014 

four wonderful dense pieces based on electric guitar sounds by this US 
underground legend from San Francisco, releasing experimental drones & post 
industrial noises since the late 80's - & also working as a well known mastering 
engineer and sound designer (GENCH STUDIOS) ; lim. 500, clear vinyl, luxurious 
gatefold cover with artwork by MARS WELLINK; this is the jubilee release on 
SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA and we think a most beautiful item !!!  

€20,00   

18 DUNCAN, JOHN / E.G. LEWIS 
- Presence  CD Allquestions AQ-07 2004 

daring collaboration of DUNCAN with the WIRE bassist known for his experimental 
projects (DOME, OCSID, HE SAID..) - four long pieces using field recordings, 
shortwave sounds, human voice sources, granular drones... very subtle & 
mysterious stuff !! BACK IN STOCK ! 

€15,50 www.allquestions.net  

19 EARTH - Hex: or printing in 
the infernal Method  do-LP Southern Lord 

SUNN48 2014 re-issue of the vinyl version from their 2005 album with a side-long bonus on Side 
D (not on the CD); gatefold-cover €23,00 www.southernlord.com 

20 EARTH - Primitive & Deadly  do-LP Southern Lord 
SUNN193 2014 

new album for the US cult drone/doom metal band who opened their music to 
psychedelic, blues & even country elements in a unique way; the vinyl version has 
a side long bonus track on Side D! [ currently we have copies of the European 
coloured vinyl version (orange/red) in stock, act fast if interested !!] 

€30,00 www.southernlord.com 

21 EARTH - The Bees made 
Honey in the Lion's Skull  do-LP  Southern Lord 

SUNN90 2014 
re-issue of the vinyl-version from their 2008 album, comes with one bonus-track not 
on the CD; extremely nice cover-artwork => leatheresque & ultra-tick gatefold-
cover (triple gatefold) with golden embossing, looks almost like a book!! 

€28,00 www.southernlord.com 

22 ELEH - For Moussavi Atrium  CD Important Records 
IMPREC400 2013 

new ELEH piece composed for a performance held at the Cleveland Museum Of 
Contemporary Art (Cleveland MOCA) on September 28, 2013; normally only 
available directly by mailorder from the label  

€14,00 www.importantrecords.com 

23 ERICHPHONE MANNSTEIN - 
Schmetterling  MC & object Inselkind-Schalltraeger 

/ Querschalltapes # 5 2014 

Nr. 5 in this unique object/tape series, using this time a 20 seconds "endless tape" 
that plays a loop infinitely in a row => behind a strange pseudonyme we find a 
member of german Drone Rec. artist MULTER and A.B.G.S., who created a 
crazy/lovely 'found sound' cut up collage that plays endlessly with your mind, only 
after few minutes you realize all the details; great! Comes in an ultra-heavy iron 
box (2 kg!) with handmade engraving, hand-numbered edition of 47 copies 

€39,00 www.inselkind-schalltraeger.de 

24 ETRON FOU LELOUBLAN - 
Batelages  LP Replica Records 

RPC02 2014 re-issue of the wild debut from 1976 by this unique French jazz/avantgarde/RIO 
band; lim. 500, 180 gr vinyl  €20,00   

25 ETRON FOU LELOUBLAN - 
Les trois fou's perdegagnent  LP Replica Records 

RPC04 2014 re-issue of second album from 1978 (recorded 1977) by this unique French 
jazz/avantgarde/RIO band; lim. 500 - 180 gr vinyl  €20,00   

26 EYELESS IN GAZA - Mania CD Ambivalent Scale 
Recordings ASR 049 2014 Aether Tears! Three years after "Everyone feels like a Stranger" EIG are back with 

an album based mainly on guitar, bass, voice & drums with a very direct "live in the 
€13,00 www.eyelessingaza.com 
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Sour  studio" feel, emotional and ecstatic as in their earliest days... 

27 
FOSSIL AEROSOL MINING 
PROJECT - 17 Years in 
Ektachrome  

CD Hand-Held Recordings 
HHR 04 2014 

cinematic ambientscapes by this British project known from regular contributions to 
ZOVIET FRANCE's 'Duck in a Tree' radioprogramme => a 51 min. phantasmagoric 
journey based on field recordings and found sources that works like a surrealistic 
travelogue soundtrack to unknown & lost areas... "the perfect soundtrack for vast 
open plains, abanboned industrial complexes and forgotten small towns washed in 
the shadows of bygone age." lim. 350 copies 

€13,00 https://soundcloud.com/hand-held-
recordings 

28 FRANCK, YANNICK & CRAIG 
HILTON - Flowers for L.P.  CD Idiosyncratics idcd007 2013 

stunning collaboration between the ever evolving Belgique droner YANNICK 
FRANCK and CRAIG HILTON (known from GAUCHISTE), intense & dark 
surrealistic drone/dreamscapes that move into unknown fields, ghostly, slow, 
swampy.. ... inspired by French poet JACQUES RIGAUT, who committed suicide in 
1929... phantastic album, highly recommended !! 

€13,00 www.idiosyncratics.net 

29 GILBERT, B.C. & G. LEWIS - 
8 Time  CD 4AD GAD 16 CD 1998 

collection of all recordings from 1980 - 1981 made for 4AD by the 'experimental 
half of WIRE', previously released on a 12" (under the name CUPOL), LP and 7" 
=> obscure effected repetitive sound patterns based on bass, percussion and 
electronics, at times with vocals, weird & wonderful, a kind of hand-played 
experimental ambience that still sounds surprising today...  

€15,00 www.4ad.com/artists/gilbertandlewis 

30 GRASSOW, MATHIAS - 
Sonnenwende  do-CD Gterma gterma030 2013 

dedicated to the sun's journey through the seasons and through dark and light, the 
successor to "Dämmerung" (CD on the same label); a typical epic and highly 
spiritual GRASSOW work with some surprising moments (acoustic guitar)... comes 
with 16p full colour booklet 

€20,00 http://gterma.blogspot.se 

31 HAFLER TRIO - Exactly As I 
Am  do-CD Important Records 

IMPREC 066 2006 
third and last part of collaborative series with JONSI BIRGISSON / SIGUR ROS => 
H30 is using his voice to create two long & minimal drone one-tracker, highly 
beautiful; comes in oversized art-cover, absolute last copies !! 

€23,00 www.importantrecords.com 

32 HAVDIS - The hidden Islands  CD Gterma gterma011 2012 
second album for this ambient project from Norway - thematically based on lonely 
shores and wide coastal beauties, using natural sounds (ocean) and melancholic 
synthscapes...  

€13,00 http://gterma.blogspot.se 

33 HISS TRACTS - Shortwave 
Nights  LP Constellation Records 

CST104-1 2014 

new project consisting of guitarists DAVID BRYANT (GODSPEED YOU BLACK 
EMPEROR, SET FIRE TO FLAMES) and KEVIN DORIA (GROWING, TOTAL 
LIFE) going into a more experimental drone direction => quite heavenly, 
melancholic guitar drones & harmonies merge with electronic waves, found 
sounds, mysterious hummings... 10 tracks of carefully constructed, emotional 
dronescapes... comes with download code and two 12" x 24" inlays / posters 

€20,50 www.cstrecords.com 

34 HISS TRACTS - Shortwave 
Nights  CD Constellation Records 

CST104 CD  2014 CD version comes w. gatefold cover and with art-print €14,50 www.cstrecords.com 

35 IN SLAUGHTER NATIVES - 
Cannula Coma Legio  CD Cyclic Law 70th Cycle 2014 

the surprising return of ISN with a great album of totally captivating orchestral 
darkness, a bath in minor chords spreading a desolate, despaired atmosphere, like 
a powerful ritual of opression and pain...  

€14,00 www.cycliclaw.com 

36 INADE - Audio Mythology 
Two  CD LOKI Foundation LOKI 

60  2014 
collection of rare & unreleased material from the archives (2005-2013) PART 2: 
material from unreleased sessions, rare compilations and new studio versions of 
live backing tracks; 8 tracks / 50+ min. of excellent mythic dark space ambient, the 
forgotten voice of ancient myths and gods...comes with 16 p.booklet 

€12,00 www.loki-found.de 

37 INDO - Rupa Loka  CD Gterma gterma001 2011 
first CD album for this Hungarian ambient project, inspired by the Buddhist notion 
of 'Rupa-Loka' (the realm of form, of higher beings) - a stunning atmospheric 
journey using many strange animal & bird-sounds and environmental recordings of 

€13,00 http://gterma.blogspot.se 
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forests, water, valleys.. comes with 12p. full colour booklet; filed under: mystic / 
meditative organic ambience; great start for this new label from Sweden  

38 K11 & PHILIPPE PETIT - The 
Haunting Triptych  CD Boring Machines 

BM020 2010 
ghostly nightshade tunes by K11 (PIETRO RIPARBELLI) and PHILIPPE PETIT on 
their first collaboration, creating a desolate landscape enriched with strange 
creatures: orchestral - deeply pulsating - uncanny murmurings - excellent cinematic 
darkscapes...  

€13,50 www.boringmachines.it 

39 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - Fire 
Island  MC Beta-lactam Ring 

Records mt286a 2014 
lim. MC version of the CD-R from last year - only 99 copies made ! NEW studio 
material recorded Januar 2013 (7 tracks, 46+ minutes), very song-oriented, but 
these are songs from an intermediate world.. 

€11,00 www.blrrecords.com 

40 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - One 
last Pose before the Ruin  MC Beta-lactam Ring 

Records mt179 2013 rare MC version of this album - lim. 50 copies only  €11,00 www.blrrecords.com 

41 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - One 
last Pose before the Ruin  CD Beta-lactam Ring 

Records mt179a 2013 

surely one of the oddest and most apocalyptic albums from EDWARD KA-SPEL 
we ever encountered - revealing bleak & endless synth drones and reverbations, 
vintage analog synths, a slowed down spoken narrrator voice & handplayed 
percussion, this creates a truly special / unique / disturbing atmosphere which still 
shares much beauty... - a very special KA-SPEL album; CD version lim. 500 with 
silkscreen 6 panel / cardboard case 

€13,00 www.blrrecords.com 

42 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - One 
last Pose before the Ruin  LP Beta-lactam Ring 

Records mt179b 2013 vinyl version lim. 200 w. silkscreen cover €22,50 www.blrrecords.com 

43 KAPITAL - No New Age  CD Bocian Records be-ka 2014 
debut album of this new Polish project with RAFAL IWANSKI (HATI, etc.) and 
KUBA ZIOLEK => the merging of spheric, almost 'shoegazing' psychedelic guitar 
sounds and 'old' analogue electronics, works surprisingly well, to discover !  

€10,00 www.bocianrecords.com 

44 KSHATRIY - Kshatriy  CD-R Zhelezobeton ZHB-XL 2014 
re-issue of the very first KSHATRIY-album from 2005. remixed & re-mastered - 
massive cosmic drones and sonic winds coming in endless waves, moving towards 
the 'Strange Attractor'... lim. 77 copies professional cover & duplication  

€8,50 http://zhb.radionoise.ru/ 

45 

LA STPO (SOCIETE DES 
TIMIDES A LA PARADE DES 
OISEAUX) - Tranches de 
temps jete (Slices of thrown 
time)  

CD Beta-Lactam Ring 
Records mt074b 2006 

the French masters of highly expressive, unusual, surprising, theatrical, bewildering 
"(Avant / Post / Uncategorizable) Rock" compositions with their album from 2006, 
"especially for those of you who like their music challenging, alternatingly dense 
and spacy and most of all - uncontainably inventive" [Prog Archives] 

€13,00 www.blrrecords.com 

46 LAND:FIRE - Incandescent 
Sonic Lodge  CD Power & Steel PAS 36 2014 

re-mastered re-issue of two deleted CDrs from 2006 & 2007 ("Live at Sonic Lodge" 
and "Incandescent") by the second project of the HERBST9 project from Leipzig => 
monumental drone-industrialized technical soundscapes, building a futuristic 
atmosphere with distorted radiograms, electronic hisses & pulses... 'as though 
you’ve just gone over an abandoned area of sonic assaults and monstrously 
frequency manipulation' ....  

€12,00 www.loki-found.de 

47 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - 
10 to the Power of 9 - Vol. 1  LP Rustblade RBLLP004 2014 concept album about 'conspiracy theories, magic & spirituality', a dark psychedelic 

trip... lim. 499 pink (non-transparent) vinyl  €23,50 www.rustblade.com 

48 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - 
Taos Hum  MC Beta-lactam Ring 

Records mt287a 2013 NEW studio material recorded winter 2012 (6 tracks) - lim. ed. 99 copies (hand-
numbered)  €11,00 www.blrrecords.com 

49 LETHE - Dry Ice on Steel 
Tables  CD and/OAR either/live2 2011 

recordings of an obscure performance made in a warehouse in Japan (with lots of 
natural reverb) where LETHE (aka KIYOHARU KUWAYAMA) used 'dry ice' on four 
steel tables which were heated by candles, resulting in ORGANUM-like scraping 
and squeaking metal sounds, almost like "metalized whalesongs"; a 43 min. 

€12,00 www.and-oar.org 
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improvisation with no electronic effects or processing !!  

50 LILES, ANDREW - Anal Aura 
Gram  LP + 7" Beta-lactam Ring 

Records mt186 2009 
back in stock this re-issue of the long deleted early LILES album based on HANS 
BELLMERs works & ideas (originally a CDR from 2003), comes on blue vinyl and 
has a bonus 7" with remixes from STEVE SEVERIN (SIOUXSIE & THE 
BANSHEES!); luxurious cover, lim. 300 

€20,00 www.blrrecords.com 

51 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - 
Untitled (2011)  CD Nefryt N 025 2014 

a collection of (un)typical LOPEZian field recordings made around the world 
(Amazon, Australia & New Zealand, Japan, Spain, South Africa, Costa Rica, 
Morocco, etc..), rather short acoustic 'snapshots' or processed collages of 
incredible sounding phenomena from birds & insects & animals, unknown objects, 
found sounds or mysterious sub-drones and overwhelming weather noises...not a 
boring moment! 8 tracks 43+ min. playtime, comes in oversized fold out cover 

€13,00 nefryt.serpent.pl 

52 LUNAR ABYSS DEUS 
ORGANUM - Atimudra  CD Biosonar^Labyrint 025 2012 

masterful psychedelic post ambient from Russia's finest trance-inducing project => 
electronics, field recordings, loops, pulses, strange melodies, strange noises => 
always subtle, otherwordly, hallucinogenic... like being in an infinite fairy-tale forest, 
populated with alien creatures and entities... lim. 296 copies, handmade cardboard 
cover 

€13,00   

53 
LUNAR ABYSS DEUS 
ORGANUM & 
HATTIFNATTER - Boloto  

CD-R Biosonar^Labirint 017 2010 
lim. 52 - totally handmade cover / strange trance-inducing entities, "A journey to the 
world of hobgoblins and water spirits".... LISTENING IS BELIEVING ! A drone is 
NOT a drone is not a DRONE!  

€10,00   

54 
LUNAR ABYSS DEUS 
ORGANUM / ANAMEZON - 
Nidra  

CD-R Biosonar^Labyrint 010 2009 
Vibes & Visions, shining! - ANAMEZON is a L.A.D.O-sideproject of a more 
electronic/ rhythmic/ psychedelic nature; very subtle.... lim. 108 copies, very 
colourful handmade "psylocybine-cover"; BACK IN STOCK 

€10,00   

55 LUSTMORD - Beyond  CD Ant-Zen act309 2014 
"Now I am become Death, the destroyer of Worlds"; re-issue of the second album 
with extended remixes from [o t h e r] (2008) - otherworldy dark ambient in 
perfection!  

€13,50 www.ant-zen.com 

56 LUSTMORD - Krakow  CD Vaultworks 22 10 22 2013 
LUSTMORD live in Krakow at 'Unsound' festival October 2010 doing a unique, 
improvised performance, ultra sub-bassy, eerie, daemonic... 9 tracks, 69 min., lim. 
400 - usually only sold at shows, to be rare soon!  

€19,50 www.vaultprime.com 

57 LUSTMORD - The dark 
Places of the Earth  CD Ant-Zen act308 2014 re-issue of album from 2009 which contained six long remixes from [o t h e r] 

(2008)... 'makes your speakers rumble and the floor liquify' €13,50 www.ant-zen.com 

58 MAEROR TRI - Ambiguitas  CD Teta-Morphosis tm01 2014 

"dedicated to the never understandable Ambiguity of Life" - first ever re-issue of the 
12th (and last) full-length tape of MT from 1996 (released originally on a sublabel of 
Nuit et Brouillard) with recordings done 1989-1992, forming two completely 
different sounding (harsh/dark & ambient/light ) sides; now re-mastered & with new 
cover art resembling the original design, ed. of 500 copies 

€12,00 www.tetamorph.ru 

59 MAEROR TRI - Subliminal 
Forces  CD Teta-Morphosis tm02 2014 

"like a Waterfall in your mind"... re-issue of the fourth full-length tape of MT from 
1991 (Tonspur Tapes), all recorded on analogue 4-track 1990/1991 => the effort to 
create sounds to stimulate the sub-consciousness; now re-mastered & with new 
cover art resembling the original, ed. of 500 copies 

€12,00 www.tetamorph.ru 

60 
MIZUTANI, KIYOSHI & 
KIYOHARU KUWAYAMA - 
Interlude  

CD and/OAR either/6  2011 

collaboration by these two Japanese sound artists (long standing MIZUTANI was 
once a member of MERZBOW, KUWAYAMA is active as LETHE) - based on 
suspended, waving feedback sounds, which are influenced in many ways and 
create lots of interesting patterns, 'breaking' sounds and even harmonies... no 
harsh noise at all, but arrays of strangely resonating feedback bubbles going 
through space & mind.. "reminded me on the best of ARCANE DEVICE" [Frans de 

€12,00 www.and-oar.org 
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Waard] 

61 M.B. / DEDALI - Electro 
Tones  CD Noctovision NCVCD-

13 2014 
M.B. in long-time (4 years!) collaboration with Italian project DEDALI => 
melancholic loopy drones with shades of acoustic sounds (piano, voice) shining 
through, resonating in ethereal metallic overtunes... lim. 400 in soft CD case box 
with Obi 

€13,00   

62 

NEW BLOCKADERS / 
CREATION THROUGH 
DESTRUCTION - Negative 
Mass  

12" 4iB Records 4iB 
12"/0314/007 2014 

rare collab 12" by the legendary nihilist noise project from UK with the 'new 
generation' Harsh Noise Wall project from Serbia (also active as DEAD BODY 
COLLECTION); extreme bruitist noise with snapshots of rumbles, screams and 
feedbacks appearing... perfect stuff to clean up mind & soul...lim. 250, insert, 
individually numbered, import from Singapore!  

€22,00 www.4ibrecords.com 

63 
NURSE WITH WOUND - The 
musty Odour of pierced 
Rectums  

LP Beta-Lactam Ring 
Records mt056b 2008 

vinyl-version of the rare CDR from 2003, edition of 600 on coloured vinyl (marbled 
brown!) with very nice hardcover / oversized ("book bound") - sleeve. BACK IN 
STOCK LAST COPIES ! 

€20,00 www.blrrecords.com 

64 
NURSE WITH WOUND / 
GRAHAM BOWERS - 
Excitotoxicity  

CD Red Warf RW-1-01-
011 2014 

the third studio collaboration of NWW with British "sound theatre" composer 
GRAHAM BOWERS, after 'Rupture' and 'Parade' - "an excess of most things, both 
mentally and physically"; comes in special / luxurious 8-panel design 

€16,50 www.dirter.co.uk 

65 OGIERMANN PALMTAG - 
same  do-LP  Roruys Imifest 001 2014 

first vinyl release for CHRISTOPH OGIERMANN creating four pieces together with 
JÜRGEN PALMTAG => highly radical & expressive sound'n'noise poetry, a really 
refreshing brain-fuck based on strangely mixed up voices of all kinds, insane 
laughter & singings, electronically processed oral material, simply everything the 
mouth can do acoustically, imagine 10 completely mutated BLIXA BARGELDs or 
ERICH JANDLs on LSD !! Lim. 300 copies 

€22,00 roruysimifest.bandcamp.com 

66 OMEGA MASSIF - Kalt  LP Denovali Records 
DEN71 2014 

the debut album (2005) from this instrumental doom metal / sludge / drone band 
from Würzburg (Germany), slow + heavy + eerie stuff with great raw power; re-
mastered by JAMES PLOTKIN and re-issued by DENOVALI in an edition of 500 
copies 

€18,00 www.denovali.com 

67 ORAM, DAPHNE - Oramics  4 x LP  Young Americans 
YoungAm001 2010 

collection of material (1959-1977) from this female British electronic / experimental 
music pioneer who invented the "Oramics System", a large machine that 
transformed 35mm film material into sound, she was also the founder of the BBC 
Radiophonic Workshop; 44 tracks / 155 min. of material for the first time on vinyl, 
nice gatefold sleeve with rare archival photographs 

€45,00   

68 PACIFIC 231 - Onanism 
657Hz  MC Banned Production 

bp196 2012 rare MC by the French (post) Industrial project => low fi drones filled with strange 
scrapings, rasps, and whirring electronics... short but nice! (C-20)  €7,00 www.bannedproduction.com 

69 PARALLEL LINES - White 
Fur / Black Cathedral  LP Oaken Palace Records 

OAK-001 2013 

impro / instrumental band from Canada with ERIC QUACH (THISQUIETARMY) on 
guitar, RYAN FERGUSON (SIANSPHERIC) on synths and PASCAL ASSELIN 
(MILLIMETRIK, etc.) on drums - creating a free dreaming & drifting psychedelic 
sound without borders... lim. 300 white vinyl, the whole album is dedicated to Polar 
Bears  

€18,50 www.oakenpalace.com 

70 PARSICK & REUTER - 
Lament  CD Gterma gterma003 2012 

collaboration between MARKUS REUTER and STEPHEN PARSICK going more 
into the classic 70's ambient direction using synths & suspended / psychedelic e-
bow guitars, creating ultra spacious, ultra endless spheric drones like foggy veils, 
reminds on VIDNA OBMANA, etc.. 

€13,00 http://gterma.blogspot.se 

71 PHURPA - Mantras of Bön  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 075-
2 2014 

latest recordings by the Russian re-establishers of Tibetan Ritual Music (in the 
oldest Tibetan religious {pre-Buddhist} tradition of Bön) feat. the very expressive 
female singer ALISSA NICOLAI on the first two tracks (part I), three other 

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 
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ceremonies (one recorded at CTM festival in Berlin) concentrate on the 
contemplative power of male throat singing (tantric overtune chanting); over 70 
min. playtime  

72 QUEIXAS - Eye of Newt  CD Insubordinations 
INSUBCD09 2013 

very concrete & hyper-subtle improvisations on two prepared guitars, all kinds of 
objects, bass drum, laptop....by this Swiss-Portugese trio consisting of ABDUL 
MOIMEME, CYRIL BONDI and D'INCISE ... scrapings, resonances, overtunes, 
object sounds like breathing... 'between post-industrial saudade, electroacoustic 
and reductionism'; to discover !  

€12,00 www.insub.org 

73 RAPOON - Moon and Cups 
Series # 2  7" Ultra-Mail Prod. 

U.M.P.- 026 2013 

rare 7" (lim. 100 in total) on this label from Hongkong, again a kind of surrealistic 
ethno-sound on two tracks filled with subtle percussion, exotic flute-sounds, 
deranged "oriental" voices...mesmerizing & dreamlike, gives you the full "early 
ZOVIET FRANCE" feeling; great but expensive EP! Clear vinyl & two colour 
postcards included; SECOND PART in this series !! 

€19,50   

74 RENALDO & THE LOAF - 
Behind closed Curtains  do-CD  Klanggalerie gg193 2014 

for the first time on CD: the "Tap dancing in Slush" EP and the "Behind closed 
Curtains" LP from 1978/1979 by the pre RENALDO & THE LOAF project, which 
were both never realized; plus bonus CD with very early previously unreleased 
recordings: "Rotcodism" 

€21,00 www.klanggalerie.com 

75 REUTOFF & SAL SOLARIS - 
Eigengrau  CD Cyclic Law 65th Cycle 2014 

first collaboration by these two Moscow based projects, inspired by the 
psychoanalytic principles of 'reality' and 'desire' and the possibility of completely 
releasing the self from these forces... 74 minutes of melodic/rhythmic electro 
industrial meeting cold ambience.... comes with phantastic artwork in Jugendstil 
design with golden embossing and fold out mini-poster, lim. 500  

€13,00 www.cycliclaw.com 

76 SAMARTZIS, PHILIP - 
Unheard Spaces  CD Microphonics 02 2006 

two long soundart compositions by this Australian experimentator and ex member 
of GUM: "Absence and Presence" (2006) for five musicians and four loudspeakers, 
"Unheard Spaces" (2006) - based on field recordings made in Venice; special offer 
now ! 

€8,00 www.philipsamartzis.com  

77 SAVAGE REPUBLIC - 
Aegean  CD Mobilization Records 

MOB110 2014 

the new epic album (19 tracks, 64 min.!) by the Californian cult band goes deeper 
"back to the roots" with tribalesque percussion, 'oriental' sounding guitar melodies 
and surprises with female vocals and a wind section even, but also has very 
powerful 'wall of sound' / post-punk influenced tracks, and a stronger experimental 
approch as before.... lots of guest-musicians as BLAINE REINIGER 
(TUXEDOMOON) on violin appear... spreading in all directions, a great return!!! 

€13,00 www.mobilization.com 

78 SCHÄFER, HELMUT - 
Thought Provoking III  CD 23five Incorporated 

23FIVE 017 2012 

the final document by this Austrian composer (Graz) who died in 2007 and often 
collaborated with Z. KARKOWSKI => "Though Provoking III" is based on sounds 
coming from a self-built object/instrument made of church organ pipes and hair 
dryers (!), with help by percussionist WILL GUTHRIE & violinist ELISABETH 
GMIENER => slowly developing handplayed ambient noise with many concrete 
details, very nice.. the second track is a more noisy remix by KARKOWSKI!  

€13,00 www.23five.org 

79 SHRINE - Nihil CD  CD Cyclic Law 63rd Cycle 2014 
elevating 'transcendental drone' and synthspheres with a harsher and darker edge 
as before, still filled with so much yearning and melancholy... the definite 
masterpiece for this Bulgarian project so far we think!! lim. 500  

€13,00 www.cycliclaw.com 

80 

SIGMARSSON, 
SIGTRYGGUR BERG - If you 
have any Questions, please 
let me ask  

MC & BOOK Some (no catalogue 
nr.)  2014 

rare C-60 tape which comes in a bag with a little 48 pages sketchbook with 
drawings; on the tape two side long experimental sound collages by the Icelandic 
sound artist (who studied Sound Art in Hannover, Germany) and member of 
STILLUPPSTEYPA, feat. material rec. 1998-2013; limited edition only 50 copies, 
numbered & signed !  

€10,00   
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81 SKODVIN, ERIK K. - Flame  CD Sonic Pieces 
sonicpieces 020 2014 

second part of the two 'nocturnal Americana' inspired solo-albums by the man 
behind SVARTE GREINER, DEAF CENTER, and the MIASMAH label)   
first ed. lim. 450 handmade book-style cover  

€20,00 www.sonicpieces.com 

82 SKODVIN, ERIK K. - Flare / 
Flame  do-LP Sonic Pieces 

sonicpieces 009 + 020 2014 

the two 'nocturnal Americana' inspired solo-albums 'Flare' and Flame' combined on 
one vinyl release (collector's item, lim. 350 in handmade textile packaging) by the 
man behind SVARTE GREINER, DEAF CENTER, and the MIASMAH label) => 
"two suites of evocative composition stitching singed acoustic instruments to burnt 
drums, spectral vocals and gloaming, minimalist atmospheres" [Boomkat] 

€35,00 www.sonicpieces.com 

83 SUBOTNICK , MORTON - 
Electronic Works  CD Mode Records mode 

97 2001 

three multichannel electronic works by the famous US composer: the phantastic, 
almost undescribable "Touch" from 1969 for 4-channel tape, "A Sky of Cloudless 
Sulphur" (1978) for 8-channel tape (both re-mastered from analog tapes), 
"Gestures: It begins with Colors" (2001) for 5.1 Surround Sound (his last electronic 
work), comes with 24 page booklet 

€15,00 www.moderecords.com 

84 SUBOTNICK, MORTON -  Wild 
Bull  LP Karlrecords KR018 2014 

first ever vinyl re-issue of LP from 1968 (Nonesuch), a piece based on an ancient 
Sumerian poem, composed on the Buchla modular electronic system (2nd piece 
after the famous "Silver Apples of the Moon") - "a dark work that relies on deep, 
lowing tones, harsh attacks, and metallic sonorities to convey its tragic mood" 
[allmusic.com]; lim. 500 copies  

€16,50 www.karlrecords.net 

85 SUN RA - ArtYard in a Box  7 x CD-BOX ReR Megacorp 
SunReRBox  2012 

nine classic Saturn releases (1971-1980) on 7 CDs (incl. one do-CD): Disco 3000, 
Sleeping Beauty, On Jupiter, Wake UP Angels (double), Oblique Parallax, Horizon, 
Nidhamu, Dark Myth Equation Visitation and The Antique Blacks; lim./numbered 
ed. of 500 in nice box  

€65,00 www.rermegacorp.com 

86 
SUN RA & HIS ASTRO-
INFINITY ARKESTRA - 
Continuation  

LP Saturn Research ESR 
520 2013 

vinyl re-issue of much requested album from 1969 with titles like BIOSPHERE 
BLUES or EARTH PRIMITIVE EARTH, feat. early pieces recorded already 1963 + 
1965..."a nice mixture of styles (ranging from) great slow blues, creepy space 
voice, very cool space-exotica, crazed circus fanfare and a cacophonous romp..." [ 
All Music Guide ] 

€15,00   

87 S&M - Sha*Man  BOOK & 10"  Ditto Press  2013 

a ritualistic male/female duo with MARK WAGNER from UK with first release: a 
clear 10" vinyl with oversized art-book feat. photos of 2nd band member SANNA 
CHARLES from forests, lonely landscapes and "man-made totems' in different 
colour tones; on the 10" two 11:11 min long tracks of monotonous 'acoustic doom' 
and ritual folk performed on drums, bass, guitar and murmering archaic sounding 
vocals...  

€30,00 vimeo.com/80609472, 
moonn.bandcamp.com 

88 TARAB - I'm Lost  CD 23five Incorporated 
23FIVE 019 2014 

new TARAB work with various levels of possible meanings based on the phrase I'M 
LOST, a "schizoid-conrete opus", where all kinds of field recordings are used & 
processed in different way => from short & harsh collages to post industrial 
sounding factory drone noise passages, the Australian sound artists creates again 
rough & inspiring 'found sound' landscapes...  

€13,00 www.23five.org 

89 TAZARTES, GHEDALIA - LA.  LP dBUT interambience 
DBUT007 2014 

new material rec. 2013, inspired by a trip to Oslo, feat. "guest star" LALO 
TAZARTES; lim. 500; unique stuff again, as a reviewer once wrote "Don’t listen to it 
alone after dark or in an altered state of consciousness. Actually, listening to this 
will probably alter your consciousness all by itself." [weirdestbandintheworld.com] 

€21,50   

90 
THROBBING GRISTLE - 
Rafters: Throbbing Gristle 
Psychic Rally  

CD Eastworld Recordings 
EW0054CD 2011 official re-issue of the bootleg LP with a live recording made 4. Dec. 1980 in 

Manchester at RAFTERS, incl. 'Something came over me' and 'Discipline' €13,00   
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91 TILLY, THOMAS - Script 
Geometry  do-LP & CD  Aposiopese APO 09 2014 

first vinyl release by this French soundartist also known as TO => a work about 
'density', using sounds of a tropical forest as if they were synthetic, as if it was a 
city or artificial construct => quite massive, pulsing drone waves with eerie organic 
sounds inside, arrays of undecipherable microsounds, atmospheric vibrations with 
strange 'electronic' sounding animal phenomena and surprising cut-ups; a 
mysterious sounding album with interesting concept  

€24,00 www.aposiopese.com 

92 TOY BIZARRE - kdi dctb 071 
(TB plays DSM)  CDr-EP  Kaon [ju14] 2014 

TOY BIZARRE remixes old basic material from DAS SYNTHETISCHE 
MISCHGEWEBE for a truly fascinating sound-collage with changes and transforms 
with every second, very rough electronic sounds are somehow tamed and 
sculptured, all the time filled with a vivid inner movement and energy... a one-
tracker of almost 20 min. - lim. 100 only - professionally duplicated CDR and cover 

€10,00 www.kaon.org 

93 TROUM - Darve Sh  10" Beta-lactam Ring 
Records mt030 2003 some very last copies back in stock, two long trance-inducing pieces inspired by 

dervish circling energy... lim. 500  €18,00 www.blrrecords.com 

94 TROUM - Grote Mandrenke  CD Beta-lactam Ring 
Records mt238 2012 

2nd part of the POWER ROMANTIC trilogy after 'Mare Idiophonika' - back in stock! 
- "an aural hallucination on the events that occurred January 15-17, 1362 at the 
Friesian North Sea coast" - GROTE MANDRENKE is an oceanic & waving, but 
also dramatic & mournful journey symbolizing the nature's dominion over man; one 
long track in 5 movements, comes in oversized gatefold-cover 

€13,00 www.blrrecords.com 

95 V.A. - Gyalpo  CD Gterma gterma005 2012 

very nice deep ambient / ethno compilation with four projects as a tribute to the 
"Four Heavenly Kings of Caturmaharajika" (Lokapalas - the guardians of the four 
horizons in Buddhist mythology) - ANDERS PETERSON (OBJECT4, 
RELAPXYCH.0), EARTH VIBRATION, MATHIAS GRASSOW and a very long 
stunning track by INDO (34+ min.) 

€13,00 http://gterma.blogspot.se 

96 V.A. - Incendium #4  CD LOKI Foundation LOKI 
61 2014 

cheapo label-compilation with tracks from various newer LOKI & POWER AND 
STEEL-releases of the last years plus forthcoming material: INADE, HERBST9, 
NORTHAUNT, CIRCULAR, FJERNLYS, LAND:FIRE, S.E.T.I., SVARTSINN, 
FIRST LAW, etc.. and a previously unreleased BAD SECTOR version of "Ampos"  

€4,00 www.loki-found.de 

97 V.A. - MUZYKA VOLN  CD Zhelezobeton / Muzyka 
Voln MV-I 2008 

back in stock, this fabulous "Russian drone" compilation with only Russian acts, 
could be the sister release to the 'EVOLVED AS ONE' CD - a great collection of 
transcension drones.. with EXIT IN GREY, CLOSING THE ETERNITY, HUM, 
CISFINITUM, LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM, BARDOSENETICCUBE, 
POLARIS, KSHATRIY.... lim. 500  

€13,00 http://zhb.radionoise.ru/ 

98 WOLVES IN THE THRONE 
ROOM - Celestite  CD Artemisia Records 

DIA013 2014 
very atmospheric, psychedelic soundscaping album by the 'mythic black metal' 
band from Olympia, USA, using lots of vintage synths & effects... produced by 
RANDALL DUNN (EARTH, SUNN O))), MASTER MUSICIANS OF BUKKAKE) 

€15,00 https://artemisiarecords.bandcamp.com 

99 
ZEITKRATZER - Zeitkratzer 
play Lou Reed - Metal 
Machine Music  

do-LP Karlrecords KR016 2014 

new "acoustic" interpretation of LOU REEDs avantgarde / pre-industrial & noise 
classic (1975) by the famous German new music ensemble - for the first time all 
four parts - radical contemporary chamber noise music..."the brain starts to 
implode, or explode, or dissolve Zen-like into the controlled chaos of the 
performance!" Lim. 500 copies  

€24,00 www.karlrecords.net 
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